
What is Kainos Smart?
Kainos Smart is the only cloud-based, automated 
testing platform built exclusively for testing Workday. 
During Workday deployments, Smart helps to free 
up project teams from manual and repetitive testing, 
reduces risk and keeps you on track to meet your 
planned go live date.

Support from kick-off through  
to go-live
Our teams will work with you to understand where 
automation fits, scope tests and build repeatable, 
automated tests for HCM, Security, Integrations, 
Financials and Payroll. With a team of dedicated test 
experts to hand, you’ll see real benefits throughout 
your implementation and beyond:

Setting up a new cloud-based system, converting 
legacy data, managing change and training end users 

are critical deliverables for your Workday project. 
Don’t let manual testing be another hurdle to getting live. 

Let Smart do the heavy lifting… 
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Ensure go-live dates don’t slip: Insufficient time and resource to execute test events is a big 
cause for go-live delays. Smart performs thousands of tests in a fraction of the time it takes  
to do so manually while ensuring errors are identified early. 

Encourage user adoption: Production errors erode confidence, impacting the success of your 
Workday investment. Improving test coverage with Smart ensures higher quality, reduced effort 
and happier staff. 

Keep key-staff focused on high value tasks: Training and freeing enough people to do the 
required manual testing is a huge drain. Smart executes thousands of tests with minimum  
effort. It’s like having an army of testers at your fingertips.  

Safeguard compliance: Regulations require greater control and due diligence of worker data. 
Smart’s test data generator will create synthetic worker data, helping to minimize data risk. 
Smart captures and stores evidence of every test executed, instilling auditing confidence. 

Verify your new tenant configuration: Smart helps you to verify your configuration at every  
stage of your journey to go live, ensuring your business processes and security configuration  
meet the needs of your organisation and workers.

Set your new tenant up for success

Reduce effort & risk with Smart’s Test Data Generator 
A huge value add that Smart brings during Workday implementations is the ability to execute thousands of 
business process transactions automatically and check if they are being picked up correctly by your Integrations. 
 
Use Smart’s synthetic worker generator to:
 
• Reduce the effort in creating transactions for integration data staging 
• Create scenarios with minimum data input required– Smart will generate data for non-critical fields 
• Create synthetic organizations and workers for training 
• Create repeatable data loads to any non-Production tenant

Book your Smart demo Book Now

https://www.kainosworksmart.com/testing-workday/#get-a-demo&utm_source=SmartImplFactSheet&utm_medium=Content&utm_campaign=Smart%20Content


For Further Information:
Visit: www.kainosworksmart.com
Email: questions@kainosworksmart.com
Call: +1 470 260 7002 (from North America)
+44 28 9057 1100 (from EU)

Smart can automate a range of tests, helping to reduce the manual effort of 
deploying Workday:

Business 
Process 
Testing

Smart tests multiple business processes simultaneously and automatically with a single 
button click. As part of on-boarding, our teams will create all of your test cases and once 
set-up these will be executed for you throughout your implementation phase, to an agreed 
schedule. With Smart you can keep business process tests in check, such as; eligibility 
testing, end to end testing and configuration unit testing.

Security 
Testing

Smart tests security to a level that’s impossible to achieve manually. With Smart you 
can verify security groups, test what each of the individual groups can perform and 
view (actions and fields) against multiple Workday objects. Once baselined, Smart’s 
repeatability allows you to verify on-going security changes made throughout your 
Workday implementation.

Smoke 
Testing

Minor errors in your configuration like misloaded tenant data are often blockers to the 
next phase of testing being performed. Smart detects basic errors by executing a smoke 
(sanity) test prior to the tenant being released to end users—allowing you to fix and 
address any errors to ensure a positive user testing experience.

Performance 
Testing

Smart can be used during implementation to performance test your tenant. Smart has a 
configurable “throttle limit” allowing you to test how Workday will perform at varying 
usage levels.

Integrations 
Testing

The average time to manually execute a business process is 10 minutes, the manual 
effort to execute the necessary business process transactions to test even one integration 
test case in a single test cycle is significant. Integration test teams can use Smart to test 
business processes, ensuring they have the necessary transactions in the system to 
complete their integration testing. This can enable integration testing to happen earlier 
in the test window.

Built to support evolving Workday Implementations

Ready-made test packs  
Hit the ground running with ready-made test packs to 
support your ongoing regression efforts in production.  
As well as Business as Usual changes, you’ll likely 
make big configuration changes during your first year 
in production. Smart can support you during these 
changes while also helping to test weekly patches  
and bi-annual Workday Updates.

Why Kainos Smart? 
We’ve helped 170+ global Workday customers to 
streamline their Workday testing while increasing 
test coverage, mitigating human error and freeing up 
project teams from repetitive, manual testing activity  
by 50% during implementation and 90% in post-
deployment. 


